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ABSTRACT
Eighteen photographs of two subjects, printed on con
trast grades numbers 1, 2, and 4, of Kodak Polycontrtist paper
and mounted on gray, white, and black mount boards were sub
jectively evaluated to determine the number of noticeable
density differences the average observer can see. Objective
measurements were made of the noticeable density differences.
The noticeable density differences for a continous tone print
were in nine major groupings and four minor groupings. No
significant difference was found between the number of den
sities found on prints of different contrast and different
mounts. No significant difference was found between photo
graphic orientated and non-photographic orientated observers.
No significant difference was found between male and female
observers in the number of densities they were able to see.
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STATEMENT Oi- OBJECTIVES
1. To determine the average amount of light, in foot candles, ^
at the Rochester Institute of technology.
2. To determine by subjective evaluation the "noticeable
density differences" in a continuous tone photograph. To find
the amount of density difference needed for an untrained
observer to believe that he is seeing a second density dif
ferent then the one he is viewing.
3. To determine if the contrast of a print will ^ffect the
number of (tensities an observer is able to see.
4. To determine if the immediate surround of a photograph
will 0ffect the number of densities an observer is able to
see.
5. To determine whether male of female observers are able
to see more densities.
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BACKGROUND
Under ideal conditions and with a trained observer, the
human eye is susposed to be capable of seeing a 0.10 per
cent difference in the transmission or reflectance of
light.1
An average person with no extensive prior training, and under
normal lighting conditions of 60.0 foot candles of light,
should be able to see approximately an 0.40 per cent differ-
o
ence in the transmission or reflectance of light. This
? A B
figure is derived from the Weber-Fechner law: <3S = **
"
The change in per cent of sensation is equal to a constant
times the change in brightness over the original brightness.
If the above figure of 0,40 per cent is applied to a
photograph with a normal density range and a o - max of 2.40,
the average observer should then be able to see about one
hundred and forty different densities. This is deriveu from
D = t=- Log, thus for 0.40 per cent transmission a density of
0.017 is achieved, bince this is the amount of density the
eye is capable of seeing seperatly, by taking figure and
dividing it into the D - max of 2.40 the total amount of
possible densities is derived. It is the belief of this
1. Rubin & Walls, Studies in Physiological Studies: p. 95
2 Rubin & Walls, Studies in Physiological btudies; p. 96
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author, and the basis of this paper that the average person,
viewing a contirfbus tone photograph under normal lighting
conditions can see no where near this number of tones.
The figure arrived at by the use of the Weber-Fechner
equation is for levels of brightness placed side by side to
each other with their edges meeting, or a thin strip of black
3
or white between the levels. In a normal photograph where
the densities are continous, the condition of having a den
sity side by side with it^s just noticeable density difference
seperated by a sharp line does not ex^ist. A photograph goes
from it^s u - min to D - max in a gradual procession of den
sities which have no sharp differentiating line, and in many
cases the same density may reapear many times in the area
being investagated. In this type of situation the Weber-
Fechner equation may not hold true. it is the belief of the
author that people group similar densities as a grouping of
"shades"
which are spaced at certain density values apart.
"Simultaneous Contrast" the term given to tne contrast
change the eye undergoes as the surround of an object is
changed. This change in contrast which the eye undergoes
is one of the factors incorporated into the constant in the
Weber-Fechner Equation. As the surround of an object becomes
lighter, the contrast of the object as perceived by the eye
3. Mees, The Theory of the Photographic Process; p. 922
4. iiayson, The Eye, Vol. 3 p. 234
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becomes less, and accordingly the number of densities seen
by the eye should become less. Once again experimental work
done in this field was done with two sep/arate densities
placed side by side. It is again felt that this grouping of
densities side by side does not correspond to a photograph
with it's random grouping of densities.
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METHOD
Two sets of prints were used for the project. Each
set consiisted of nine prints. Set one, a portrait, was shot
on Kodak Super Pancro Press, Type B, with a camera exposure
of f . 8 & l/lOO second. The negative was developed in Dk 50
for 4.5 minutes at a temperature of 68 b\ The resultant
gamma was 0,8. The second set of prints was of a sea shell.
It was also taken on Kodak Super Pancro fress, Type B, with
a camera exposure of f.8 @ l/50 second. Development was in
Dk - 50 for 4*5 minutes and it's resultant gamma was 0,8.
Both negatives were printed on Kodak Polycontrast
enlarging paper with an "F" surface. ( Glossy^, Single wieght )
The prints were made ob- contrast grades 1, 2, and 4, -p-ap-e^?.
The exposed paper was developed in D - 72, diluted 1:2, for
1.5 minutes at a temperature of 68 F, Both sets of prints
were mounted on gray, white and black mount boards.
A13l prints were numbered for identification with the
following code; All prints mounted on a white mount board
had the letter W on them. Prints mounted on gray and black
mount boards were lettered G and B, respectively. Prints
made on number one papeit had the number 1 following the
mount board color letter. Prints made on contrast grade two
and four paper had the numbers 2 and 4 following their mount
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board color letter. Set two prints ( sea shell ) had the
number 2 following the contrast number. Example, a print
mounted on a gray mount board, printed on number one con
trast paper and of a sea shell, has the identification code
G - 12.
The prints were displayed in a box v/ith controlled
lighting. The prints were kept in a position at 33 inches
from the eye slit. The amount of light was controlled by a
rheostate conected to a voltmeter
,
sixthat repetitive lighting
e^uldbe-~atrhl~eve^ , The light in the viewing box was kept
at 60 foot candies, which was lound to be the average amount
of light in the hails and classrooms of the Rochester instit
ute of Technology. For a diagram of the viewing box con
struction see figure one in the appendix. For a graph of
footcandles vs. voltage, see figure two in the appendix.
Observers were asked to view the print on display
and mark on a sketch of the print they were looking at the
location of each new density they were able to see. A sam
ple set of observer instructions will be found in the appendix,
The prints were shown in a ranaom order to insure that no
print would always appear in the same position. Observers
wBBe requested to write the proper identification code on
each sketch, &e^4h^^^e''m-i^4ip^^ ^nly one set
of prints was shown to an observer, with no time limit on
viewing time.
The density positions marked on the sketchs was then
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measured with a McBeth Quanta Log reflection densitometer.
The densities obtained from these readings were plotted on
a scatter graph with densities found and sample size as tue
axjfes. These graphs are figures 3> 4, and 5, in the appen
dix. Tests of significance were run on the means of each
print between wets and within sets.
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RESULTS
Corapar/is^on of means to see if they come from the
same population. Set one, prints W-l, W-2, *v-4, G-l, G4,
B^l, B-2, and B-4.
Itypothessis: \J = U2 = U = U^ = U *= Ufi = U = UQ
Formulas used:
s2
_
"Z C M - 1 ). S
( M - l)
2
X - X .
n max mm
Calculations: For population varience
22.97 x 24 = 551*28
16.07 x 24 = 385.68
22.52 x 24 = 540.48
21.34 x 24 = 512.16 Sp = 20,37
21.08 x 24 = 505.92
27.45 x 24 = 6-58.80 Sp = 4.38
15.01 x 24 = 360.24
16.56 x 24 = 397.44
Tbtal 3912.00
3912.00/192 = 20.37
For test of significance
Q = 11.0 - 9.7 / (4.38/4.89) = 1.40
Value from "Percentage points of studentized range"
a alpha risk of 0.01 = 5.25. With 99% confidence, means are
the same.
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Compar/is^fon of means to see if they come from the
same population. Set two, print numbers, W-12, W-22, W-42,
G-12, G-22, G-42, B-12, B-22 , and B-42.
Hypothessis: V = U^ = U = U^ = U = Ug = U_ = Ug = U(
Formulas used:
S2
= i.L:.LlJ!
p ( M - 1)
X X
q _ m2;_ min
p '
Calculations: For population varience,
15.66 x 24 = 375.84
7.04 x 24 = 168.96
8.77 x 24 = 210.48
9.92 x 24 = 238.08 9
S = 21 25
19.92 x 24 = 458.88 p
<^**4>
7.13 x 24 = 171.12
11.75 x 24 = 282.00 S = 4.60
10.15 x 24 = 243.60
6.11 x 24 = 146.64
Total 4591.20
4591.20 / 216 = 21.25
For test of significance,
Q = 9.12 - 8.28 / ( 4.60/4.89) = .893
Value from "Percentage points of studentized range"
for an alpha risk of 0.01 = 5.25. With 99% confidence, the
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Comparrision of the means between set one and set
two, for each of the prints on the same contrast paper and
the same color mount board.
Hypothessis: U = \J
Formulas used: X. X
12
t =
Sp j 1/n + l/n
s2
= ViS1 + V2S2
p
V * V
1 2
Result: The value from the Students t-distrubition is 2.43
for the following means checked.
W-l & W-12 t = 1.41
W -2 & W-22 t = 1.28
W-4 & W-42 t = i.21
Gr-1 & G-12 t = 2.11
G-2 & G-22
G-4 & (i-kz t = 1.23
a-l & B-12 t = 1.57
B-2 & H-22 t = 1.21
B-4 & B-42 t = 1.67
With 99% confidence the means are the same.
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Comparrision of means between the number of densities
seen by male and female observers on print number W - 12.
Hypothessis ; U = U
Formulas Used:
t = x1 - x2
;P J 1/n + 1/n
S2
= V1S1 + V2S2
p
V * V
1 v2
Calculations
Number of tones see/i by men
8
14
6
7
11
6
8
9
4
73
X = 8 .11
S2
= 8 .86
S = 2,.9
Number of tones seen by Women
10
6
5
9
9
6
8
8
8
6
7
9
7
11
9
128
X = 8,,53
s2= 3,.05
s = 1,.75
t = 8.85 - 8.11 / (2.2 / 1/9 * 1/15) = 0.054
Value from Students t-distrubitioh = 2.49 With 99% confidence
the means are the same.
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CONCLUSION
1. The average illumltion found in the halls and classrooms
on the Rochester Institute of Technology downtown campus is
60 foot candles.
2. An examination of the scatter graph ( found in appendix,
figures 3> 4, and 5 ) shows that the densities found may be
grouped into areas of sim)s(ilar density, which for the purposes
of this paper may be called "areas of equal shade". Four
teen areas of equal shade were found. Of the fourteen, nine
may be considered as major areas and five as minor areas.
The difference between a major and minor area is that the den
sities observed in a major area were observed by almost all
the observers. The densities observed in a minor area were
observed by observers who were able to see many densities in
a print. ( ten or more ) Since by theory it should be im
possible for an average person to see a density difference of
less than 0.02, all densities which were within a 0.02 den
sity of a strong density line (a density which many of the
observers saw) were considered to be of that density.
In the lower density regions 0.20 to 1.00, the areas of
equal shade were quite distinct and easilly recoqizeable.
Above a density of 1.00 the groups became less and were
spaced further apart. Noticeable gaps were found in the
1.60 to the 1.80 and the 1.80 to the 2.00 range of densities
with a minor area at the 1.80 density. The major density
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areas were found centered around the following densities:
0.20, 0.28, 0.35, 0.40, 0.54, 0.75, 0.90, 2.00, and 2.17.
Minor areas were centered at: 0.60, 1.05, 1.25, 1.45, and
1.80. From a density of 0,20 to 0.54 the noticeable den
sity difference for major groups seem. to be about 0.08
apart. From a density of 0.54 to 0.90 the noticeable den
sity difference appears to increase to 0.20. Above this
density of 0.90 the "average" observer can see little in
the way of density changes untill he reaches a density of
2.00. At this point he is once again able to see a few
shades which appear different than D - max, At first
this was believed that tnis absence of shades between 0.90
and 2.00 might be due to the geography of the picture. when
set two was shown to the observers, they too did not see
a major group in tnat zone, ruling out the possiblity of the
findings being due to geography. when the minor areas are
included in the above the 0.08 noticeable density differ
ence range increases from 0.54 to 0.90, with a 0.20 differ
ence between 0,90 to 1.45. Except for the appearence of a
area at the 1.80 density the void found in the middle densit
ies still appears.
As stated earlier it was first believed that the densities
observed might be a function of the geometry of the pnoto-
graph. In ordex* to eliminate this possibility the second set
of prints was of an entirely different suuject. The densities
observed fell in the same places as those on the first set.
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In the lower densities, the densities were repeated within
0.01 and in the higher densities at around 0.04.
3. No significant difierence, at a 99% confidence level, was
found in the prints which were made on different contrast
grades of paper. This was to be expected, since even though
the contrast is raised on the print the density range of
the paper was not changed.
4. No significant difference, at the 99% confidence level,
was found between the backround color of the mounts and the
amount of densities found. This was not expected since it
violates past work done with "simultaneous contrast". Further
work should be done in this area since each of the subject
were shot againist a black background and it is believed that
this might have ruined the "simultaneous contrast" effect
hoped for. Theirfore I would like to take the option to advise
the reader to take this conclusion with some doubt.
5. No significant difference, at the 99% confidence level,
between male and female observers in the number of tones they
were able to see.
60 Observers with past photographic experience appeared to
do no better in observing densities then those with no pnoto-
graphic experience. Observers with experience found as mctny
as 24 densities and as few as 4. xhe remaining obserevers w
with experience were randomly divided between the above two
densities.
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APPENDIX
Title Page
Raw data with means and standard deviation:
for prints W-l , W-2, W-3 , 18
for prints G-l, G-4 19
for prints B-l, B-2, B-4 20
for prints W-12, W 22, W-42 21
for prints G-12, G-22, G-42 22
for prints B-12, B-22, B-42 23
Line sketch of viewing box 24
Graph of Voltage vs. Foot Candles 25
Sample set of viewing instructions 26 & 27
Scatter graph of print W-l E28
Scatter graph of print W-l & W-12 29
Graph of areas of equal shade 30
Bar graph of male and female observers
vs. number of tones found 31
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RAW DATA
The number of densities each observer found and the
average of those densities per print ( X ), with the variences
( S ), and the standard deviations ( S ).
Number of densities found on prints
W-l, W-2, w-4,
Number of
Observer^
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
Total
X
s2
13 14 11
13 13 8
15 8 10
7 6 6
6 8 8
7 7 5
12 11 11
8 8 8
11 12 16
9 9 8
8 10 13
9 11 10
7 8 10
3 7 8
10 12 13
12 13 12
12 12 8
19 17 16
5 6 6
4 4 7
19 15 12
23 20 27
9 6 6
10 11 8
9 7 11
260 248 255
10.4 9.92 10.2
22.97 16.07 22.52
4.79 4.00 4.75
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Number of Number of densities found on prints
Observers G-l, G-4 ,
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
Total 262 246
X 10.4 9.8
S2 21.34 k!1.08
S 4.61 4.58
12
16
6
6
5
7
13
7
13
10
9
9
9
9
11
13
20
7
5
14
24
6
10
8
11
18
7
8
8
5
5
13
9
9
10
7
8
6
10
13
10
18
5
8
12
24
7
6
9
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Number of Number of densities on prints,
Observers B^-l , B-2, B-4
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
Total 276 243 270
X 11.0 9.7 10.8
S2
27.45 15.01 16.56
S 5.23 3.88 4.06
10 11 13
18 16 10
13 8 13
5 7 6
8 8 7
13 7 10
8 7 7
13 13 13
9 8 7
13 10 13.
5 11 9
11 10 11
9 7 11
8 6 10
9 8 12
14 12 9
8 10 13
21 22 17
6 5 7
7 6 7
21 14 18
28 11 23
6 6 7
9 13 10
13 7 7
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Number of Number of densities found on prints
Observers W-12, W-22, W-42
i
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
Total 223 217 220
X 8.92 8.68 8.80
S2 6.11 10.15 11.75
S 2.47 3.17 3>.42
11 10 6
7 6 7
7 8 7
11 10 9
8 8 9
12 13 10
10 9 10
7 9 9
8 8 8
6 8 8
8 7 6
12 12 11
8 10 10
7 5 5
15 7 11
8 5 7
6. 12 12
9 9 7
9 5 6
6 6 7
11 13 22
8 7 7
8 9 10
7 4 4
14 18 11
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Number of Number of densities found on prints,
Observers G-12, 0-22, G-42
12 7 7
5 6 6
9 7 6
10 12 13
7 6 7
9 11 13
11 9 8
6 8 7
6 6 7
8 8 7
7 8 8
10 10 11
5 8 7
5 7 7
7 8 8
7 5 6
10 14 14
9 8 8
9 8 7
6 6 5
16 26 15
8 6 7
8 10 9
5 6 4
12 15 15
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
Q
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
Total 207 224 211
8.28 8.96 8.44
S2
713 19.13 9.92
2.67 4.37 3.14
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Number of Number of densities found on prints
Observers B-12, B-22, B-42
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
Total 228 215 ^23
X 9.12 8.60 8.92
S2 8,77 7.04 15.66
S 2.96 2.65 3.94
11 9 7
6 6 5
9 7 8
9 11 10
12 10 4
12 10 11
10 11 9
13 9 9
6 6 7
8 5 8
8 8 6
12 13 10
6 7 11
7 7 7
13 8 20
8 7 5
9 14 10
8 8 9
8 8 9
6 7 6
18 9 17
8 8 5
7 8 10
5 5 4
9 14 16
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Figure 1. Line sketch of Viewing Box
uares to the Inch
60
VOLTS
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SENIOR RESEARCH QUESTIONAIRE
1. In the front of the viewing box will be presented nine
pictures for you to examine.
2. Examine each print carefully and try to determine the
amount of tones in each print. A tone is an area of gray.
(density) A second tone will be another area of gray
which is either darker or lighter than the first. If
tnere is an area where the tones go from black to white
in a continous graduation, try to tell how many separate
tones of gray you can see over the entire range.
5. Count each tone only once. If in your opinion a tone
appears in the print more than once, do not count the sec
ond or third time the tone appears.
4. If two tones look different, but from prior knowledge
of the subject, or from seeing another print of the subject,
you know the tones are the same, count tnera ^s different and
two seperate tones.
5. Try and view the photograph from left to rignt and from
top to bottom of the print. i>o not stare at the print in
any one place for a long period of time in orcter to deter
mine if two tones are different. (No longer than 15 seconds)
6. If you find yourself getting tired, stop and rest your
eyes. Bo not try and continue after you realize that you
have become tired.
7. On page two of the questioniare is a personal iniorma-
tion sheet. Please fill it out.
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8. On page three of the questionaire is an outline of the
subje^tin the photograph. Place a circle on the outline for
each new tone that you seein the print. ^lace the circle in
the same place on the outline as the density appears in the
photograph. In the center ofi each circle place the number of
the tone you see. Example: the fisrt tone you see appears
as a circle with tue number 1 in it, the second as a circle
with the number 2 in it.
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SENIOR RESEARCH PROJECT
Hypothesis: The average human eye is suposed to be cap
able of seeing a contrast difference (tonal difference) of
0.4 per cent. This contrast sensitivity decreases as the
intensity of the light level decreases. By converting the
per cent figure to one of density it is then possible to
tell what the contrast sensitivity is in terms of density.
Log t-q = density = Log 10 = 1.00 density
Log *k = density = Log 9.615 = 0.98295 density
The difference in densities being 1.00000 - 0.98295 = 0.0170$
Useing the 0.4 per cent figure as the average contrast
sensitivity of the human eye and the midtone of a print as
a starting place (10 per cent refiectence or transmittance)
the eye should be able to tell a tonal difference of 0.017
in density. In a print having a continous tonal range from
0.00 density to 2.00 density ( it is realized that it is
impossible to obtain a print with a zero density, this figure
is being used for demonstration only) the eye should then be
able to tell at least one hundred and seventeen different
tones. It is doubted that in normal viewing of a photograph
with the above tonal range that an average viewer will be
able to see one hundred and seventeen diferent tones. Normal
viewing shall be considered to be the print held at three
feet away at eye level and luminated with overhead lights
at approximatly 100 ft. lamberts.
M O
Objective: By use of a mason disk to aetermine the contrast
sensitivity of the average viewer at R.I.T. at two seperate
levels of illumination. The first level shall be that normally
incountered in sallon viewing, and the second shall be normal
viewing in the home. To determine by subjective viewing of
prints which have been printed with different tonal ranges
from two tones to over one hundred tones the number of tones
a person can see when viewing a print. To see if there exsists
a relationship between the amount of subjective to objective
tones, and if such a relationship exsists to find if there is
a plateau where an increase in the objective tones will have
no effective increase in the subjective tones seen.
Method: A mason disk will be mounted on a motor and placed
in a viewing box which will have lights placea at 45 angles
to the disk and above the disk. The light will be variable
by means of switchs connected to resistors to controll the
intensity of the light. The reason a reastate is not being
used is that one which is repeatable enough for this project
would cost to much. A sample size large enough lor me to
determine the contrast sensitivity of the average R.I.T.
student with 90 per cent confidence. At this writing the
size of this sample has not been determined.
Three different subjects will be usea for the exper
iment. The subjects will be an outdoor scene, a portrait,
and an indoor scene. By means of different films, developing
and contrast grades of paper prints with tonal ranges of 1:2
to 1:200 will be printed. Care shall be taken with a ft. candle
HTMI
meter at the time of taking the pictures that the subjects have
all the tones necessary for the project.
It is known that the backround on which a print is
viewed will make a difference as to the amount of contrast
which will be seen in the print. Theirlore each print shall
be mounted on a black, white, and gray backround for viewing.
The lights in the viewing box will be turned off after each
print is viewed so that the eye will remain dark adapted at
each viewing. If time allows the experiment will be run over
with the eye light aaapted. No attempt will be made to correct
for the change in color temp, caused by the use of the resistors
to lower the light source intensity.
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